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0. INTRODUCTION
w xThis paper is an extension of K , in which we proved a criterion for
determining the projective summands of permutation modules in terms of
representations of their associated Hecke algebras. In this paper we extend
 .that result to give the simple socle of such projective indecomposable
summands.
Let G be a finite group, let H F G, and let k be a field of characteristic
w x w x  .r. Let Y s kG H , where H s  h and write E s End Y , thehg H kG
 4endomorphism algebra of Y. E has a k-basis a ; t g T indexed by at
 4 w x.transversal set of HgH; g g G , where a g E is given by a H st t
 x. Suppose that V is an indecomposable direct kG-summand of Yx g H tH
 w < x .  .appears with multiplicity d notation, V Y s d , and let S: E ª M kd
 wbe the corresponding irreducible matrix representation of E see G1,
x.  .   ..  S .3.4 . For h g E, write S h s s h and write D s D si j i, j
 . y1  . s a t g kG, for each pair i, j with 1 F i, j F d. Also writet g T i j t
 .Soc V for the socle of V which is, by definition, the maximal semisimple
 .kG-submodule of V. It is well known that Soc V is simple whenever V is
projective. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following
 .theorem which links representations of the Hecke algebra End Y with the
kG-structure of Y.
THEOREM 1. Let G, H, Y, D, and V be as abo¨e. Then V is a projecti¨ e
w x w xkG-module if and only if H D H / 0 for some pair i, j, in which casei, j
 . w x w xSoc V ( kG H D H .i, j
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w xThe first statement of Theorem 1 was proved in K, 1.4 . We shall give
here another proof based on a functorial argument which is also vital to
deduce the proof of the second statement.
As applications of this theorem we are able to recover some previously
.known results concerning the socle of some well-known modules. Namely,
we determine the socle of the Steinberg module for finite groups of Lie
 w x.type determined originally by N. Tinberg T . A similar result is proved
for the Specht modules for the symmetric group obtained originally by
w x.Farahat and Peel FP .
w xThis work was inspired by the work of Green in G1, G2, G3 . In fact the
idea of this paper is an outcome of studying the functor q described inY
w xG3 .
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give some functorial background which will be needed
later. Let L be a finite dimensional k-algebra. We denote by mod L the
category whose objects are all finite dimensional left L-modules. By Fun L
we shall denote the category whose objects are all contravariant functors
F: mod L ª mod k, where mod k is the category of vector spaces over k.
 .  .For Y g mod L, write E Y for the endomorphism k-algebra End Y . IfL
 .  .F g Fun L and Y g mod L then F Y can be regarded as a right E Y -
module by the action
¨u [ F u ¨ ;u g E Y , ¨ g F Y . .  .  .  .
 .  .This gives the evaluation functor e : Fun L ª mod E Y given by e FY Y
 .  .  .[ F Y for all F g Fun L. Write y, Y g Fun L for the hom functor:
 .  .X ¬ X, Y s Hom X, Y for all X g mod L. For any right ideal R ofL L
 .  .  .  . .E Y , let U R be the subfunctor of y, Y given by X ¬ U R X [Y Y
  .  .4 wf g X, Y ; fg g R, ;g g Y, X . Adapting the argument of G3, Sect.L
x  .3 , we find that R l U R induces a bijection between the set of allY
 .maximal right ideals of E Y and the set of all maximal subfunctors
 .  w  .x.y, Y see G3, 3.8 iii . It follows that if Y is indecomposable, then
  ..  .J E Y , the Jacobson radical of E Y , is the unique maximal ideal of
 .  .  .E Y and so y, Y has a unique maximal subfunctor r y, Y [
   ...  .  .U J E Y and so the quotient functor SY [ y, Y rr y, Y is simple.Y
Write indec L for the subcategory of mod L whose objects are all inde-
composable left L-modules.
 w x.  .LEMMA 1.1 Auslander A, Sect. 2 . 1 Any simple object in Fun L is
isomorphic to SM for some M g indec L.
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 .  .2 If X g mod L and M g indec L then SM X / 0 if and only if
 .M is isomorphic to a direct L-summand of X, in which case SM X is a
 .simple E X -module.
Now suppose that
n
[Y s Y 1.2 . r
rs1
is a direct sum decomposition of Y with Y g indec L for all 1 F r F n.r
Let 1 s e be the corresponding orthogonal primitive idempotentEY . r
 .decomposition of 1 in E Y . The following lemma relates the simpleEY .
 .quotients of y, Y to the simple functors SY for at least one r, 1 F r F n.r
 .  .LEMMA 1.3. Let Y be as in 1.2 . If R is any maximal right ideal of E Y ,
there exists at least one 1 F r F n such that e f R. For such an r,r
 .  .y, Y rU R is isomorphic to SY .Y r
Proof. There must be some r with e f R, or else we would haver
1 g R. Suppose that e f R. Because R is a maximal right ideal of E,EY . r
 .  .  .  .U R is a maximal subfunctor of y, Y . Therefore S s y, Y rU R isY Y
a simple functor. To prove that S ( SY , it will be enough, by Lemma 1.1,r
 .to show that S Y / 0. Let m : Y ª Y and p : Y ª Y be the inclusionr r r r r
 .and projection maps, so that m p s e . From Lemma 1.1 1 we see thatr r r
 . .  . .  .m f U R Y , since m p f R. It follows that U R Y / Y , Y , hencer Y r r r Y r r
 .  .  . .S Y s Y , Y rU R Y is not zero.r r Y r
 .Now if we take X s L then SM X is nonzero if and only if M isL
projective indecomposable L-module.
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that M is a projecti¨ e indecomposable L-module.
 .  .Then SM L ( MrrM. In case L s kG or if L is any symmetric algebra
 .  .  .MrrM ( soc M , so we ha¨e SM L ( soc M .
w x  .  .Proof. Gabriel GA, p. 4 shows that SM ( y, M r y, rM , hence
 .  .  .  .  .SM L ( L, M r L, rM . If we apply the covariant functor L, y to
the exact sequence 0 ª rM ª M ª MrrM ª 0, we get a sequence 0 ª
 .  .  .L, rM ª L, M ª L, MrrM ª 0 which is exact because L is a
 .  .  .projective L-module. Hence L, M r L, rM ( L, MrrM ( MrrM as
required.
2. A USEFUL MORPHISM
In this section we still take L to be any finite dimensional k-algebra and
 .Y is any finite dimensional L-module. We define a morphism G: y, Y
 .  .ª D Y, y in the category Fun L , where D is the dual functor, as
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 .  .  .follows: for each X g mod L, let G X : X, Y ª D Y, X be given by
G X f s g ¬ s fg , for all f g X , Y . .  .  .  . 4i j  .gg Y , X
Here s may be any coordinate function of the irreducible representationi j
 .  .S of E s End Y mentioned in the Introduction; later see Lemma 2.4L
 .we will choose i, j which are appropriate to a given summand V s Y ofr
 .Y. Now the kernel of G X is
Ker G X s f g X , Y ; s fg s 0, ;g g Y , X . 2.1 .  .  .  .  . 4i j
 .  .This defines a subfunctor Ker G of y, Y . We claim that Ker G s U R ,Y
for some maximal right ideal R of E. Let U be an E-module affording S.
That is, U is a k-space with basis u , u , . . . , u with E acting by1 2 d
d
u h s s h u , for all i s 1, . . . , d and all h g E. 2.2 .  .i i j j
js1
 4Take any i g 1, . . . , d . Define the right E-map w : E ª U by settingi
 .w h s u h, h g E. w is nonzero since s is a coordinate function of ani i i i j
irreducible representation. Since U is simple, Im w s U; hence R s ker wi i
 .is a maximal right ideal of E. The following lemma characterises Ker G X
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let f g X, Y . Then the following two conditions are equi¨ -
alent:
 .  .  .a s fg s 0, ;g g Y, X .i j
 .  .b fg g R s Ker w , ;g g X, Y .i
 .  .  .Proof. Assume a holds. Take any g g Y, X . Then gh g Y, X for
 .all h g E, so by a
s fgh s 0, ;h g E. ) .  .i j
  . 4Let A s p g E; s ph s 0, ;h g E . Clearly A is a right ideal of E.i j
Moreover, R : A, since if p g R, then ph g R, ;h g E, hence u ph s 0,i
 .;h g E, and so s ph s 0, ;h g E, which implies that p g A. But R is ai j
maximal right ideal, hence either A s R or A s E. We next show that
 .A / E. If A s E, then 1 g A, hence s h s 0, ;h g E. But this implies,E i j
 .  . [ dby 2.2 , that u h lies in the d y 1 -dimensional k-space  ku , for alli j/ is1 i
h g E. But this means that Im w § U, which is a contradiction and soi
 .A s R. Hence, taking p s fg, clearly fg g A by ) , and so we have
 .  .  .fg g R, ;g g Y, X and b holds. Conversely if b holds then, for any
 .  .  .  .  .g g Y, X , w fg s u fg s 0 since fg g R. But then, by 2.2 , u fg si i i
 .  .  .  . u s fg s 0, hence s fg s 0 for all g g Y, X , which is a .j i i j i j
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 .  . .   ..Now Lemma 2.3 shows that Ker G X s U R X see 2.1 , and itY
 .  .follows that Ker G is equal to the maximal subfunctor U R of y, Y .Y
 .Therefore y, Y rKer G is a simple functor, and in fact we have
 4 PROPOSITION 2.4. Take any r g 1, 2, . . . , n such that Y ( V see ther
 ..  .Introduction and 1.2 . Choose i, j so that s e / 0. Then SV (i j r
 .y, Y rKer G ( Im G.
 .Proof. It follows from s e / 0 that e g R. By Lemma 1.3,i j r r
 .  .  .y, Y rU R ( SY . But Ker G s U R and SY ( SV, which provesY r Y r
 .  .that SV ( y, Y rKer G. The isomorphism y, Y rKer G ( Im G is
standard.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In Sects. 1 and 2, L could be any finite dimensional k-algebra, and Y
could be any finite dimensional left L-module. From now on, we assume
w xthat L s kG and Y s kG H as in the Introduction. In order to prove
Theorem 1, it will be enough by Lemma 1.4 and Proposition 2.4 to show
that
w x w xIm G kG ( kG H D H . 3.1 .  .
Let X g mod kG. There are standard natural isomorphisms
a : X , k ª X , Y , b : k , X ª Y , X 3.2 .  .  .  .  .H G H GX X
 w x w x.  .  .see G2, p. 6 and G3, p. 267 , where y, y s Hom y, y andH k H
 .  .y, y s Hom y, y and k is the trivial kG-module. So we have theG kG
following sequence:
a Db .G XX X6 6 6X , k X , Y D Y , X D k , X , .  .  .  .H G G H
 .which is natural in X. This induces a natural transformation G : y, k1 H
 .ª D k, y defined byH
G X s Db (G X ( a , for all X g mod kG. 3.3 .  .  .1 X X
 .  .Since a , b are isomorphisms, Im G X ( Im G X . So Theorem 1 willX X 1
follow if we prove that
w x w xIm G kG ( kG H D H . 3.4 .  .1
 .  .  . .  .G X takes j g X, k to the element G X j g D k, X given by1 H 1 H
G X j h s s a j b h , for all h g k , X . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  . . H1 i j X X
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 .  .  .To calculate a j b h , which is an element of E s End Y , it isX X kG
w x wenough to see what it does to the element H of Y. This is done in G2,
x w xp. 8 and in G3, pp. 269, 270 . We find that
a j b h s j ty1h 1 a .  .  . .X X t
tgT
 .   .  ..   ..see the Introduction for notation , hence s a j b h s j Dh 1 ,i j X X
 . y1  .where D s  s a t . Thus by 3.5 we havet g T i j t
G X j h s j Dh 1 , for all j g X , k , h g k , X . .  .  .  .  .  . . H H1
3.6 .
 .  4  4Now we take X s kG s kG . We have k-bases j , h ofkG Z Z
 .  .kG, k , k, kG , respectively, each indexed by the set of H _ G of allH H
right cosets Z s Hg in G. Namely, j : kG ª k takes g g G to 1 or zero,Z
 . w x according as g g Z or not, and h : k ª kG is given by h 1 s Z cf.Z Z
w x.  .  .K, p. 731 . The space kG, k and k, kG are, respectively, left andH H
right kG-modules, with G-actions as follows:
gj s z y 1 and h g s h , for all g g G, Z g H _ G. 3.7 .Z Z g Z Z g
 .  .It is clear that kG, k s kGj , hence Im G kG s kG.P, where P sH H 1
 . .  . w xG kG j . By 3.6 and using K, Lemma 1.3 , we have for all Z s Hg g1 H
H _ G
w x w x w x w xP h s j D Hg s the coefficient of H in H D H g , .  .H g H
where D s D i , j. for a suitable i , j . 3.8 .  .
w x w x w xWe can write H D H s  l HtH , for some l g k. The coefficientt g T t t
w x w x w x w xof H in H D H g s  l HtH is l , where u is the unique elementt g T t u
y1 w xof T such that g g HuH. But this is the same as the coefficient of H
w x y1w x w x w xin g l HtH , and this is the coefficient of g H in H D H . So byt g T t
 .3.8 , we have, for all g g G,
y1 w x w x w xP h s the coefficient of g H in H D H . 3.9 .  .H g
w x w y1 x 4The k-space Y s kG H has basis Z ; Z g H _ G . There is a left
w x  .kG-isomorphism c : kG H ª D k, kG which can be defined as follows:H
1 if Z s Hg ,y1w xc Z h s 3.10 .  . . H g  0 if Z / Hg .
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 . w x w x. .It follows from 3.10 that, for all g g G, c H D H h s the coeffi-H g
y1w x w x w x  . w x w x.cient of g H in H D H ; then by 3.9 it follows that c H D H s P.
 . w x w x  .Therefore Im G kG ( kG.P ( kG H D H , i.e., 3.4 holds, and so The-1
orem 1 is proved.
w x w x  . < t <w xRemark. Since H D H s  s a H l H HtH , Theorem 1 im-t g T i j t
w xplies that a direct kG-summand V of the permutation module Y s kG H
< < t <is nonprojective if and only if r H l H for all t g T. This explains the
 . twell-known fact that vertex V F H l H for some t g T.
4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we apply Theorem 1 to determine the socle of the
Steinberg module for a finite group of Lie type and the socle of the Specht
module for the symmetric groups. This will be done by embedding those
two modules in certain projective indecomposable modules. But before
doing that let us consider the following motivation example.
 .A MOTIVATION EXAMPLE. The Hecke algebra E s End Y has akG
 . < t <one-dimensional multiplicative character IND given by IND a s H l Ht
for all t g T. The indecomposable component of Y which corresponds to
 .IND is the Alperin]Scott module S G, H which is, by definition, the
unique component of Y having the trivial kG-module k in its head andG
 w x.its socle see, for example, G2, Sect. 4 . Now
< t <w x w x w xH D H s IND a H l H HtH . t
tgT
< < < <w xs H HtH s H g  /
t ggG
 .This implies, by Theorem 1, that S G, H is projective if and only if
< <   .. w x w x  .H / 0, in which case Soc S G, H s kG H D H s kG  g ( kg g G G
as one should expect.
The Steinberg Module
 .Now let G s G, B, N, R, U be a finite group with split BN-pair in the
w x  .sense of CR, Sect. 69 with a Coxeter system W, R , where W s NrB l N.
w xTake Y s kG U . Since G s D UnU, we may take T s U and so Eng N
 4has a k-basis a : n g N . E has a multiplicative character C given byn
 .  . l p n..C a s y1 , where p : N ª W is the natural map and l is then
w xlength function of W T . The indecomposable component of Y which
corresponds to C is denoted by Y and is called the Steinberg componentC
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w xof G. The Steinberg module of G, as defined originally by R. Steinberg S ,
 4w x  4  . l p n..is the ideal St s kG N U , where N s  y1 n. It is knownG ng N
 w x.  .see T that St is a kG-submodule of Y . This implies that Soc St sG C G
 .Soc Y .C
 w x.  . w x 4w xPROPOSITION 4.1 Tinberg T . Soc St s kG U N U . This holds inG
any characteristic of k.
Proof. The Weyl group W of G has a unique element w of maximal0
 . < n0 <length. Let n g N be such that p n s w . Then U l U s 1 and0 0 0
 .  . l w 0 .  . < n0 <C a s y1 / 0, hence C a U l U / 0. This implies thatn n0 0
w x w xU D U / 0, whatever the characteristic of k. Hence, by Theorem 1, YC
is always projective with
w x w x 4Soc Y s Soc St s kG U N U , .  . .C G
 4since D s N .
The Specht Module
Now take G s S , the symmetric group on n letters. Let l be an
 .  .partition of n and take H s R K s C to be the row column stabilizerl l
w x  4of l. Let Y s kG H and T be a transversal for HnH; n g G . Green
w x  .G2 proved that the Hecke algebra E s End Y has a multiplicativekG
 .  .character C : E ª k given by C a s  « x for all t g T ,l l t x g H tH l K
where « is the sign character of G. The indecomposable kG-summand of
Y which corresponds to C is the Young module of type l and is denotedl
l  4w xby Y . The Specht module of G of type l is the ideal S s kG K H ,l
 4  .  w x. lwhee K s  « x x. It is known see J, Sect. 8 that S is ax g K
kG-submodule of Y . The following determines the socle of Sl for r-regu-l
lar partitions l of n.
 w x.PROPOSITION 4.2 see FP, Theorem 2.3 . Suppose l is an r-regular
 l. w x 4w xpartition of n. Then Soc S ( kG H K H .
l  l. lProof. Since S F Y , Soc S . On the other hand, Y is projectivel
w x.  .whenever l is r-regular K, 3.2 . So, by Theorem 1, Soc Y sl
w x w x  .  .kG H D H , where D s  C a x. But since C a s 0 for any dou-x g T l x x
ble coset HxH which does not meet K, we can arrange that x g K
whenever HxH l K / B. We then have
w x w x w x w xH D H s C a H x H . x
w x w x w x w x 4s « x H x H s H K H . .
l . w x 4w xHence Soc S ( kG H K H .
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